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ECLIPSE Meeting 
Trento, March 12-15 2013 

 
Practical Information 

Road map and directions 
 

1. HOW TO REACH TRENTO 
 
By plain 

The closest airports are the followings: 

Verona (100 Km) is the nearest and most convenient airport near Trento. It is mostly 
served by flights to and from mainland Europe, Ireland and the UK. From here, it is 
easy to reach the Verona railway station by a 20-minute shuttle service. The trip from 
Verona to Trento takes approximately 1 hour and there are trains departing quite 
often (see section "By train" below). 

Munich (335 Km), located in Germany, is a very good international airport with a 
frequent connection to Trento by train. The trip from Munich to Trento takes 
approximately 5 hours (see section “By train” below). 

Milan (Malpensa) (264 Km) is the nearest long-haul international airport for reaching 
Trento. By using a 45-minute shuttle service it is possible to reach the Milan railway 
station, where you can take a train to Trento (see section "By train" below). In 
general, the total time for the trip is 3 hours (about 2 hours from Milan to Verona and 
1 hour from Verona to Trento). 

Venice (173 Km) is an alternative long-haul international airport which is about 3 
hours from Trento by train. To get to the train station from the airport there is a 
shuttle service that takes about half an hour. 

Other airports near Trento are: 
Bergamo (180 Km) 
Innsbruck (181 Km – Austria) 
Milano – Linate (226 Km) 

By car  

Trento is located on the principal North-South motorway (autostrada/Autobahn) A22, 
and is approximately 240 km northeast of Milan and 100 km north of Verona. 

For detailed driving directions to Trento, browse the map below or look through the 
ViaMichelin web site. 
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By train 

From both Verona and from Milan there are frequent daily trains running to Trento, 
which is located conveniently on the principal Verona-Brennero railway line. The 
approximate journey from Verona is 1 hour, while it is 3 hours from Milan. 

From North (Munich, Innsbruck) there are also daily trains running to Trento.  
For train times and fares, please visit the Trenitalia web site and the Deutsche Bahn 
web site.  

Travellers should remember that tickets must be validated in Italy before boarding the 
trains. To do so, use the yellow machines you find on the platforms. 

2. HOW TO REACH THE HOTEL ALBERMONACO

Participants will have accommodation at the Albermonaco 
http://www.booking.com/hotel/it/albermonaco.html?aid=311091;label=albermonaco-
XZgOq9UGHSu3FLacsWis9AS9947065464%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg;sid=1ca48
dab799bee264c8c8ef23e233527;dcid=1&lang=en-gb 

 
When you come out of the train station, in front of you, on the left, near the big 
garden of Piazza Dante, take Via Gazzoletti, turn left when you arrive to Via Torre 
Verde, which continues as via Alessandro Manzoni, and turn right when you cross 
Via Torre d’Augusto. The Hotel is at the end of Via Torre d’Augusto. 
http://www.booking.com/hotel/it/albermonaco.html?aid=311091;label=albermonaco-
XZgOq9UGHSu3FLacsWis9AS9947065464%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap1%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg;sid=1ca48
dab799bee264c8c8ef23e233527;dcid=1&lang=en-us 

 
3. HOW TO REACH THE MEETING PLACE  
THE MEETING PLACE IS THE DIPARTIMENTO DI LETTERE E FILOSOFIA 
via Tommaso Gar 14, TRENTO 
From the Hotel Albermonaco go to the Station first; from Trento Station you can get 

the Department of Humanities (Lettere e filosofia) walking or by bus. 

 

By bus: 4 minutes ca. The buses run every 7 minutes. 

 Step out  the train station and in front of Piazza Dante (bus stop “Stazione Fs”) 

wait for one of the following buses: 

 n. 4, direction Bettini Madonna Bianca; 

 n. 8, direction Mattarello Piazza Perini; 

 n. 12, direction Romagnano Piazza Condini. 
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Get off your bus as soon as you arrive at the bus stop Via Rosmini - S. Maria 

Maggiore (1st stop), Walk on Via Rosmini, Turn right onto Via Giovanni Zanella, 

Turn right onto Via Tomaso Gar, Walk to Via Tomaso Gar and cross the street. 

The Dipartimento di lettere e filosofia is a big a new building. 

There are several types of ticket: 

single ticket valid for 70 

minutes 

1,20 € 

valid for 120 minutes 1,50 € 

valid for 24 hours 3,00 € 

 

The tickets must be validated as soon as you get into the bus and each time you use 

another bus (even within the period of validity, if you use another bus you have to 

punch the ticket again). You can buy the ticket at the kiosk in the rail station. 

More information are available at the website of Trento’s public transports, 

http://www.ttesercizio.it/ 

 

Walking: 7 minutes ca. 
 Go out from the station. Head southwest on Via Dogana. 

 Via Dogana turns slightly left and becomes Via Andrea Pozzo. 

 Turn right onto Via Torre Vanga. 

 Continue onto Via Tomaso Gar. The Dipartimento di lettere e filosofia is a big a 

new building (s. below). 
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